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ABSTRACT
Fretting corrosion is caused by a relative movement of
mated contact surfaces and results in contact failures. A
new design concept that eliminates the relative movement
at the contact point by introducing an additional elastic
element is presented. Specific requirements are discussed.
The successful application of the new concept in a PCB
socket is described.

INTRODUCTION
An important contact failure mode of mechanically highly
stressed electrical contacts is fretting corrosion, which
causes unacceptable increases of contact resistance in
mated connectors. Fretting corrosion occurs in separable
contacts, when the contacting surfaces are submitted to
small amplitude movement relative to each other. Oscilla-
tory sliding with amplitudes at the micro-to millimeter
level can be induced by external mechanical vibration,
shock, differential thermal expansion, and electrodynamics
forces. Contact movement causes severe wear and metal
transfer at the interfaces.

If the contact surface consists of a base metal, then a rapid
oxidation of surfaces or of wear debris occurs. The result of
this corrosion process is the formation of an insulating
interlayer and the accumulation of oxide particles in the
contact region. In case of a noble metal contact finish the
relative movement causes wear of the noble metal layer
leading to exposure of the base underlayer or the base
metal substrate. Subsequently, fretting corrosion with its
associated increase of contact resistance occurs. Another
unwanted effect may be frictional polymerization of or-
ganic air pollutants, whereby insulating polymers are
formed. l

The process of fretting corrosion causes resistance spikes

of short duration and also uncontrolled long term changes
of contact resistance. This leads to contact failures, espe-
cially in high-data-rate digital circuits. The tendency of a
connector to degrade by fretting depends on the contact
design, on the materials used, and on the environmental
and electrical conditions during use.

METHODS TO PREVENT FRETTING
Application of electronics in systems that are exposed to
high vibratory and shock stresses requires the use of fret-
ting protected electrical connections. One method of
inhibiting the increase of contact resistance is the use of
lubricants, which reduce friction and wear. To some extent
they also shield the surface from air. The rate of oxide
formation can be decreased by cutting down available oxy-
gen combined with reducing mechanical deformation at the
interface. The effectiveness of a lubricant to inhibit fretting
depends on its composition, viscosity, long term stability,
and on its consumption at the surfaces.2Therefore, the
effectiveness of lubrication is limited and is not a satisfac-
tory solution for eliminating severe fretting. The best and
most effective method of preventing fretting corrosion is to
avoid the relative motion in the contact region of mated
connector parts by a special contact design. This is the
subject of this paper.

PRINCIPLE OF AN ANTIFRETTING DESIGN
Printed circuit board (PCB) connectors used in automo-
biles are exposed to high vibrational environments and to
frequent changes of temperature. Because these demand-
ing conditions were expected to be the reason for fretting
and contact failures, a PCB connector was designed based
on a new concept.

It is impossible to eliminate entirely the relative motion
between the PCB and a connector. However, it is possible
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to avoid movement at the contact point. This is realized by
an elastic element.3

The new version of the socket contact contains, compared
to the older, conventional version, an additional spring with
the spring stiffness C . This spring acts in the direction of
the main movement and normal to the contact spring. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the principle of the new design concept. If
at the contact point K the friction force F  between pin and
socket is higher than the force Fx

r

x

, the position of K is stable
and motion takes place inside the spring.

The maximum allowed distance between pin and socket dxs

and dxz in the mating and unmating directions, respec-
tively, is found from equations (3) to (6). Figure 2
illustrates its dependence on µ and d. Introduction of the
additional spring may cause low frequency resonances.
They can be avoided by designing the system so that the
spring stiffness Cx is higher than the spring stiffness Ck0 of
the contact spring. The friction at point K supports sup-
pression of resonances because of its dampening effect.

Figure 1. Principle of the new antifretting design with an
elastic element of axial stiffness Cx. K = contact point. Fk =
contact normal force. Fr = friction force.

Static analysis yields the following relations for a stable
position of the contact point

where dx is the axial spring deflection.

Figure 2. Dependence of axial movement dx on the friction
coefficient µ and pin thickness d; µ < µ21 .

The dynamic analysis is based on Figure 3. In a fixed coor-
dinate system, the position of the pin is described by the
coordinates xl(t), yl(t), zl(t) and the position of the socket
is given by x2(t), y2(t), z2(t). Both parts may perform an
accelerated motion induced by external vibrations. The
accelerations in the various directions are

Introducing the abbreviations Frs = friction force for mat-
ing, Frz = friction force for unmating, assuming that the
socket has n contact points, and that the force Fr depends
on the static friction coefficient µ, on the tab thickness d
and on the direction of the friction force one finds in the
case of Figure 1:

Figure 3. Model for dynamic analysis.

Ck0 and Ckl are the stiffness factors of the contact spring.4 In the fixed coordinate system of Figure 3, the following
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relations are valid for the spring deflection dx and for the change of the forces Fx, Fy, Fz important for the stability of
contact force F k the position of K, but a low-level cyclical change of normal

and tangential forces at the contact point will also result in
low fatigue wear of the plating. Equations (9) to (14) show
that this principle also works at high acceleration levels.
Relative movement of pin and socket with a time-depen-
dent, limited amplitude is compensated for inside the

In the case of a stable position of the contact point K, the
forces between pin and socket at K are given by

connection without relative movement at the contact
point K.

APPLICATION AND RESULTS

with the conditions for the stability

Dampening effects are not considered.

Based on the new concept, a PCB socket of the AMP-
MODU type was designed as shown in Figure 4. The
socket is connected to the PCB using two soldering pins.
The pin contact is inserted into the socket contact springs
inside the box. The box works like a telescopic spring and
compensates for relative movement between the pin and
the PCB. To avoid overstressing the telescopic spring dur-
ing insertion, the deflection is limited by a stop set at ±0.15
mm.

Figure 4. AMPMODU contact with antifretting design.

Acceleration of the socket does not influence the stability
of the contact point K. To obtain low forces of inertia in all
directions, even at high accelerations of the pin, the mov-
able mass m should be low. Assuming a worst case
condition at an acceleration level of 1 km/s2, , then for the
contact design considered here, this force would be less
than 10% of the total force. Not only is a low magnitude

Figure 5. Contact resistance Rk as a function of the number
of vibration cycles; dx = 50 µm. (a) old AMPMODU contact;
(b) new AMPMODU contact based on the new antifretting
design.

The new AMPMODU socket was tested and compared
with the older AMPMODU version, which was not
equipped with a telescopic spring. The socket and pin are
tin plated. During the test the pin was moved cyclically,
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relative to the socket, at a frequency of 1.5 Hz and an am-
plitude of 50 µm. Contact resistance, measured under dry
circuit conditions, was monitored as a function of the num-
ber of cycles. Figure 5 shows the results. Fretting corrosion
caused the contact resistance of the old AMPMODU con-
tact to increase steeply after 300 cycles. The AMPMODU
socket designed according to the new concept maintained
low and stable contact resistance even after 500,000 cycles.
Fretting corrosion was not observed.

CONCLUSION
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